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Introduction

● Organisations 
often struggle 
understanding 
their “place” in 
the marketplace

● Beyond direct 
competitors, 
it is not easy to 
identify “like” 
companies

● Organisational 
similarities are 
easy to detect 
when analysing 
their explicit 
characteristics

● Similarity of their behaviour, however, is  
difficult to analyse and interpret

● This project therefore aims to analyse 
behavioural patterns of a business from 
its sales data

● Specifically to identify similarities of beer 
brands (USA) based on their weekly sales
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IRI Data

● American market 
research company IRI 
collects sales data 
across the USA

● The project used the IRI 
data set covering 6 
years of sales from 2001 
to 2006 across stores, 
markets, and including 
panel data

● The IRI subset contained 
weekly sales of top 100 
brands over the time 
period of 313 weeks

● Top brands seemed to 
act in unison, the lower-
ranking brands showed 
increasingly erratic sales
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Method: Shapelets

● The analysis of IRI data relied on 
dynamic shapelet discovery 
a method of time series analysis

● Shapelets are distinguishing 
segments of time series data 
(Grabocka et al 2015, 2016)

● Similar concepts: 
dynamic time warping (time 
stretch) and motifs (discrete) 

● The novelty of this work is 
primarily its business context

● Shapelets are most commonly 
used for data classification

● U-shapelets are unsupervised 
shapelets used mainly for time 
series clustering (as used here) Sample time series and 

their selected shapelets
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Applications

● Typical applications of 
shapelets / motifs are in signal 
processing, e.g. ECG analysis 
to detect heart attacks 
(Beggel et al 2019)

● Other applications include 
genetic sequence matching 
(Whitfield et al 2012) or 
image analysis 
(Zhao & Itti 2016)

● There are an increasing 
number of business 
applications, e.g. in the 
analysis of stock trading 
(Kim et al 2018)

● This project aims at analysis 
of product sales grouped by 
types, brands and vendors
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Method

The shapelets method 
includes the following 
(Zakaria et al 2012):

● Calculation of the 
distance between two 
time series – here 
Euclidean distance

● Gap calculation 
between the sub-
sequences of a series 
resulting from the 
introduction of a new 
shapelet

● An algorithm extracting 
u-shapelets that have 
the maximum gap, i.e. 
discriminating abilities

● Clustering of a time 
series using shapelets 
and optimised using a 
Rand Index (CRI)
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Process

● Selected 100 brands and 
their  time series sales data

● Extracted 12 shapelets from 
the selected time series

● The shapelets were then be 
matched against each time 
series to identify their best 
matching sub-sequence

● The matching process was 
then repeated to address 
seasonality

Shapelets extracted from the time series data set

Shapelet matched against time series Shapelet repeatedly matched against a time series
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Clustering

● Distances between each time series (brand 
sales) have been measured against each 
shapelet

● This resulted in a matrix (see below) where 
each brand was an example set described 
by variables derived from shapelets

● The new example set could then be used 
for data clustering and anomaly detection

● To determine the importance of each u-
shapelet in distinguishing one cluster from 
the others, we measured the weight of 
each u-shapelet with respect to the cluster 
by using information gain. The higher the 
information gain of a shapelet, the more 
relevant it is in forming the cluster.

PCA of brand clusters 
into PC1 and PC2

Brand x shapelets matrix

Shapelet significance for cluster formation
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Cluster Diagnostics

● Clusters should be 
consisting of similar 
members, i.e. be 
cohesive

● Clusters should also 
be distinct one from 
the others

● Some clusters were 
highly cohesive as 
they included brands 
of near-identical 
behaviour (cluster 1)

● Others consisted of 
brands having a 
greater variety of 
behavioural patterns 
(cluster 6)

Behavioural similarity were noted in spite of very 
different volume of sales, which indicates that all beer 
vendors representing their brands respond to the 
identical market conditions and events and are thus 
direct competitors !

Cluster 1 and its members Cluster 6 and its members
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Behavioural Analysis

● Brand behavioural patterns can 
be analysed in terms of shapelets 
present in their time series, either 
individually or by cluster

● The cluster centroid (average of 
cluster members) represents an 
“ideal” cluster member

● Here we can see two cluster 
centroids 1 and 7 with their most 
significant shapelets highlighted

● Both clusters share some 
similarities described by common 
shapelets 1 and 5 present in their 
time series

● However cluster 1 has an extra 
very distinct feature in terms of 
shapelet 2, which cannot be well 
identified in cluster 7

Centroid of cluster 1 and its behavioural patterns

Centroid of cluster 7 and its behavioural patterns
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Further Analysis

Behavioural similarity groups help understanding market forces and 
provide a convenient tool to characterise behaviours of direct 
competitors within each geographic area (left), their typical sales volume 
(middle), and a total value of sales within brand groups (right).
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Summary and References

● Time series shapelets are a 
novel tool for the analysis of 
time series data in science 
and engineering

● They can be useful for the 
analysis of business data

● Shapelets allow determination 
of behavioural patterns from 
sales data

● Shapelet clustering helps 
identifying market competitors 
responding to identical events

● Shapelet clusters can be 
explored to better understand 
the market and its forces
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Other Projects Involving IRI Data

● Comparison of deep 
learning and traditional 
methods of analysing 
multivariate time series 

● Investigation of deep 
learning techniques to 
generate novel insights 
from multivariate sales 
and marketing data, which 
are not  available from 
other techniques

● Investigation of machine 
learning methods suitable 
for wide rather than deep 
time-series data sets

● Application of lessons 
learnt to other types of 
financial data
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